
The challenge
•  Managing and complying with diverse, global data privacy laws is both complex and 

time-consuming.

•  Fulfilling consumer data access requests involves complex processes and 
multi-faceted tasks.

•  To remain compliant, organizations must manage of large quantities of data, spread 
throughout the organization. 

•  Manually processing requests for customer data puts strain on internal teams which 
often leads to costly errors.

•  Organizations often lack the necessary tools and expertise required to effectively 
manage their data privacy obligations.

Fulfill your data privacy 
obligations with the ideal 
combination of software 
and expertise
Organizations must comply with an increasingly stringent and diverse array of 
data privacy laws, or face significant financial penalties and reputational damage. 
Using manual processes to fulfill GDPR data requests, or comply with other 
regulations, consumes significant resources and often leads to errors. 

SureCloud’s unique Capability-based approach provides the perfect combination 
of software and expertise your organization needs to effectively manage data 
privacy compliance. Our industry-leading Data Privacy Management software 
is complemented by our consultancy services, which helps optimize your data 
privacy processes.

DATA PRIVACY 
MANAGEMENT 
CAPABILITY



The Solution
Transform your Data Privacy Management program with SureCloud’s subscription-based 
Capability-centric approach.

The SureCloud Data Privacy Management Capability

•  SureCloud provides the software you need, combined with expert consultancy. 

•  Our specialist team will work with your internal stakeholders to ensure the success of your 
program.

•  Our Consultants will identify the key privacy regulations and requirements with which your 
organization must comply.

•  We will then develop a comprehensive data privacy management program tailored to your 
individual requirements and objectives.

•  We will leverage the powerful SureCloud platform, to develop best-practice aligned 
processes, which enable your organization to respond to and fulfill:

   •  Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIA). 

   •  Subject Access Requests (SAR). 

   •  Requests for Processing Activity (ROPA). 

   •  Breach management responses.

•  Our experts provide comprehensive data privacy management process training for your team.

•  Your Data Privacy Management Capability is consumed via a flexible subscription, 
which reduces your up-front costs and can be tailored to your unique requirements.
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Why choose SureCloud? 

SureCloud’s Manage Risk Capability is sold as part of an all-inclusive subscription model, 
which includes everything from licensing, content, consultancy, implementation and 
professional services, in one flat fee.

SureCloud provides a best-of-breed suite of Gartner-recognized Governance, Risk, and 
Compliance solutions, delivered with fully integrated, in-house Professional Services and 
Consultancy. SureCloud  technology, combined with our expertise will efficientlydeliver the GCR 
outcomes that your organization has been striving for. 

Achieve a clear 
view of data 

privacy compliance

Adopt data privacy 
management best 

practice

Unrivaled expertise

Innovative, 
all-inclusive pricing

De-silo and secure your 
sensitive data privacy 

management data

The penalties for not achieving GDPR compliance are severe – up to 4% of our revenues. It was imperative that we got a solution in place that could not only help us 
achieve GDPR compliance, but would also make it quick and easy for us to demonstrate that compliance at any point, on request. SureCloud’s GDPR Suite fit the bill.

Ian Garratt, Data Protection Officer at Everton Football Club
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